舌(水石がシC oγれα

Botanizing on the Right Side
Ofthe Brain

every other reference

Side ofthe brain

are descriptive: they rely on the left

the keeper oflanguage and not ofshape,

to help with identification.
I discovered how the left and right sides ofthe brain are

responsible for different kinds of thinking through a

Most people節od the genus s宏l函uite daunting ‑ for me I

book called D招wing on /he R勧i Side qfthe Brain by

find血at looking at the leafshape and overall growth form

Betty Edwards. Edwards introduces would‑be artists to

makes their iden揃cation e勤融ess compared to

the work of scientists who worked on the

split brain

intemalizing血e botanical tems necessary to accurately

experiments,, on patients who had the comective tissue

key them out. And I was heartened to read the words of

‑ the corpus callooun ‑ seVere(日出at allows the two

吐晦Ⅱ雌雄汀S五枚屯ⅩQ腿撞通気G∞野心g帆s:

hemispheres of the brain to communicate with each
O瓜e東They found that the dominant left hemisphere is

We all identify objects we know, inanimate as well

responsible fdr linea可ogical thinking, and is the place

as aninate

Where our language skills are kept. The speechless right

number of characters. If you were asked how do

brain holds infomation on spatial relations, Shapes, and

you know血at it is∴SuCh‑and‑SuCh it may be

Creative, i血itive thought.

d珊cult to say

by instant紬eously integrating a lange

and you may list a few of the

Obvious features, but in reality your brain has
As Paul S血on mentioned in his song rh諦めo Much‑
̀They say the left side ofthe brain dominates the right

‑

integrated many characters and allowed for
Variab掘y in the process. A taxonomic key is just

most hunans are nlled by血eir left brain, and the left

for someone who doesn

brain is a crurmy artist. It likes to name血e parts you are

CamOt allow for all the variability that occurs in

drawing, but it has no sense of血e distance between lines

nature so even after arriving at an ident綿cation it

Or where a nose is

Say, in relation to lips or a forehead.

Through exercises in her book, Edwards retrains her

t know the species. Keys

is necessary to compare it wi瓜correctly iden描ed

material3.

readers to be aware ofand allow the right brain to come

Out tO do what it does best. The bossy left brain will tell
you that this is a stupid waste o鈍me, but with practice
and persistence

anyOne Can rePrOduce an血age they see

I began asking血e botanists anund me whether they

relied more on pictures or keys to identify flowers. I

W ith accuracy.

POSed the question to Sarah Mainguy on our AGM field

Reading this, I realized that right brain function had a lot

Said∴̀General impression

to do with how I identify plants, and pe血aps even one of

airferce tem they use to identif)′ Planes in flight.,, After

trip to Inglis Falls this yean

̀Oh, yOu mean GISS・・, She

Size and shape. I think it

s an

the reasons I am attracted to field botany. As an amateur

discussion, I think Sarah figured she used both sides of

field botanist

her brain to botanize. But there are some瓜ings about

I started out using the Audz/bon field

guides, the ones with coIour photographs. I er申vyed

keys, She points out,血at are unequivocal: for example,

tuming the pages and Iooking at the pictures over and

apecies in the genus ash岬肋肋us) most certa王nly have

OVer aS a PaStime. I found when I was botanizing I knew

OPPOSite branchlets and could never be mistaken for, Say

血e name ofmany flowering plants as soon as I saw them

a hickory, (C句a) with altemate branching habits if that

because the pictures stayed in my memory.

Characteristic is used, eVen though both have compound

In the early days of my field botany career, I was

realized

introduced to Peterson * again a reference血at r。Iies

血耳hour.

leaves. But it is general impression

Size and shape, I

that allows us to do roadside botany at 100

heavily on shape and coIour to identify flowers. Its

drawback, however, WaS that it left you hanging when

I ran into John Semple one Saturd料and we stopped to

C6nfronted w血a plant before or after flowering.

Chat about things botanical. I wasn

八七wcom据2剛ed this gap ifyou use the simple three‑

infomation on血e leftfright brain botanizing, but Jo血

t canvassing for

Part key and skipped the first part that describes the

O節ered up the infomation without prompting. He u§ed

flower.珊en when you go to也e next step where the key

the word ̀̀gestalt" in ref料ence to IDing plants・

is expanded, yOujust examine ever)′ COmbination ofthe

you mean, geStalt?

What do

, I interrupted. Gestalt is one ofthose

last two digits, flip to the i11ustration and see if it matches

WOrds I remember cropplng uP in the parlance ofthe hip

up. The keys provided in Newcom据‑ and pretty much

thirty years ago, and the meaning I had eked out w血out
actua11y asking was

essence

. Gestalt is another, mOre
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elegant way of describing right brain botanizing ‑

freely through you and do not try to

identifying by the image of a plant as opposed to the

it. You will find that you de undds細n4 but in a

description.

Way that you will not be able to put into words・

It

s fine ifyou

re dealing with a flora ofa

few hundred plants,, John said,

but when you,re

understand

You are perceiving intuitively through your right

dealing wi瓜a flora ofthousands ofspecies, yOu have to

hemisphere. It has not atrophied from lack ofuse,

use a key. It is also possible that what seems to be gestalt

but our skill in listening to it has been dulled by

is also血e instantaneous processing of intemalized

血ee centuries ofneglect.

keys. Having said血at, John Morton and I always agree
血a地e fastest way to ID a plant is to Iook at iI]ustrations
丘rst!!

Botanizing allows us to use both or either side ofour brain
to name plants. But when we use our right hemisphere,
When we can identify a plant through some component of

The literal meaning of the Geman word
gestalt
is
shape . The left brain has elbowed its way once agam

its two or three dimensional manifestation, We become

into the domain of the shy right hemisphere t血ough

leaps, that can do creative problem soIving, and that咄nks

血ose who have produced a body ofwork describing and

OutSide the box・ As Einstein said,

anafyzing how this kind ofthiIlking works. A11 of皿s

Of my discoveries t血ough the process of rational

Can be found by googling the word. They use some

thinking

images to i脇strate血e di節erent processes invoIved in

awe and wonder. This is the process that drives quan血m

COnneCted to血at part of ourselves that makes intuitive

Shape and image recognition, but what is most

impressive is how little infomation it takes for the right

I never came upon any

・ This is血e part of ourselves that experiences

mechanics and chaos theory. It has rescued natural

brain to make sense ofthe image so that the left brain can

ProCeSSeS from the sterile mechanistic model, explaining
What field botanists already see ‑ the enchantment of

name it.

na血re.鹿

In the end, I thinkboth sides ofthebrain share the task of

Cheryl Hendrickson, Editor

naming plants. Certalnly血is is the case for

genera that are split out on relatively tiny ‑
even microscopic di鮮料ences. I have made

my peace w地Ieaming and using keys for the
reward ofknowing the plant

s name. But now

that I know how it works, I e重givy observing

how my right brain identifies not only plants,

but other shapes and pattems on the

landscape, PaSSmg On the infomation for my
left brain to translate to others.
I picked xp another book血at I am about thirty
years behind in reading, an early億an§1ation of
quantun mechanics for血e rest of us: 77ze

Dancing Wi/ Li Mdste揮: An Ol,ejryiew Qrthe

New P砂sics by Gary Zukav. The new physic§

as started in motion by Einstein early in the
last centny is a depa血ITe from瓜e classical
Newtonian physics血at dominated science

for t血ee hundred years血at is a linear,

rational, 1eft brain approach to describing
natural phenomena. More recently this has White flower of駒ねs書面細(PaIe VioIet) in har

d ‑ C]H

Peterson, Roger Tbry and Margaret McKemy (1968) A

taken fom in fractal geometry, Which is able to explain

椅音容

the non‑1inear pattems of growth in sunflower disc

用eld G扉de fo W?ld/70We鳩: Northeasiem and North‑

florets, for example

CenimlNorthAmerica・ Boston: Houghton and Mifflin.

and chaos theory that a請empts to

describe ecosystem」evel phenomena and severe

Weather systems. Zukav states:

The subjective experience of wonder is a
message to the rational mind that血e object of

2 Newcomb, Lawrence (1977). NewcombS %伽wer
Gz

ide・ Toronto: Li血e

Brown and Company.

3 Argus, George 1992・ Salix jn Ontario H HeldBotanisIs

WOnder is being perceived and understood in
WayS O血er than the rational・ The next time you

Qf Ontario Wbrkshop on

are awed by something, let the feeling flow

Unpub Iished.

脇llow. Men砂諒ation.
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